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a b s t r a c t

The intrusion process of a C60 (the smallest ball in nature) into a sliding contact space was simulated

using the Molecular Dynamics approach. The contact space consisted of upper and lower Si substrates

layered by graphene with an included angle changing from 201 to 901, and C60 just contacted with both

the upper and lower substrates. A constant horizontal speed 3 nm/ps was applied to the lower

substrate, and the process of C60 breaking through the contact space was observed. During this process,

the nano-wear of the substrate was evaluated by the number of dropped atoms from the substrates.

The results showed the number of dropped atoms from the upper Si substrate was dependent on the

initial included angle and the graphene layered positions. The potential that graphene can control

nano-wear and realize no-wear of the surface was revealed, also the potential that graphene can control

C60 intrusion into the sliding contact space was found.

& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Since graphene was prepared experimentally, it has become a
glowing material in scientific field [1–3]. Various studies focused
on its prominent properties such as superior electronic properties
[4,5], outstanding mechanical properties [6,7], and extremely
high thermal conductivity [8,9]. Graphene was found to be
effective solid lubricant additives [10,11]. The friction force on
the graphene layer presented a periodic variation of stick-slip
[12]. However, few studies pay attention to that graphene can
prevent nano-wear of the contact surfaces in motion.

Nano-wear of micro surfaces leads to significant impact on the
performances of nano devices, and many researchers make great
efforts to find various materials controlling nano-wear. Khurshu-
dov et al. [13] studied nano-wear of the atomic force microscopy
diamond tip when scratching a Si substrate. The nano-wear
characteristics of alkanethiol self-assembled monolayer were
studied by Sung and Kim [14] using molecular dynamics simula-
tion. However, little information from the previous studies was
found to realize no-wear of the surface. Graphene, on the other
hand, is expected to control nano-wear, since the intrinsic
strength is predicted to exceed that of any other material [3].

C60, a stable cluster as the smallest ball in nature is an ideal
material to study the interactions of nanopaticles with surfaces or
ll rights reserved.
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the nanoparticle intrusion into a sliding space. The ultra low
friction between C60 and graphite was studied in the model where
the C60 balls were inserted between two parallel graphite sheets
[15,16]. He et al. [17] observed the generation of dynamics ripples
in graphene stroked by C60. The impact mechanics of C60 colli-
sions on various surfaces were investigated, and graphene could
be formed from C60 molecular fragments using surface collisions
[18–20]. In our previous work, we have simulated an intrusion
process of C60 ball into the Si sliding contact space with an
included angle from 201 to 901, which is simplified from the
cleaning system of laser printer, and found nano-wear of Si
substrate by atom loss [21]. In this paper, we explored the
potential of graphene layer in controlling nano-wear of contact
space protected by graphene. For this purpose, we studied the
processes of a C60 sliding against the contact surfaces using
molecular dynamics (MD) approach. Furthermore, this study also
explored an interesting scientific problem how C60 passed
through a sliding contact space and how the graphene layer
controlled the passing.
2. Methods

Fig. 1 shows the MD model for the simulation. The material of
lower and upper substrates was Si (100) with the size of
A1�B1�C1¼10.860 nm�4.340 nm�1.629 nm (containing 4145
atoms) and A2�B2�C2¼4.887 nm�2.172 nm�1.086 nm (contain-
ing 716 atoms), respectively.
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Fig. 1. (a) MD simulation model for C60 ball intrusion into a sliding space with graphene layers.

Table 1
Parameters in Tersoff potential for C and Si [24].

Material C Si

A (eV) 1.3936�103 1.8308�103

B (eV) 3.4670�102 4.7118�102

l (nm�1) 0.34879 0.24799

m (nm�1) 0.22119 0.17322

b 1.5724�10�7 1.1000�10�6

n 7.2751�10�1 7.8734�10�1

c 3.8049�104 1.0039�105

d 4.384�100 1.6217�101

h �5.7058�10�1
�5.9825�10�1

R (nm) 0.18 0.27

S (nm) 0.21 0.30

wC–C¼1.0 wSi–Si¼1.0 wC–Si¼0.9776
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Graphene was layered on different positions to form three
models. In the first model (M1), the upper substrate was layered
by graphene, and the size of the graphene layer was
A3�B3¼4.797 nm�2.130 nm (containing 420 atoms). In the sec-
ond model (M2), the lower substrate was layered by graphene, and
the size of the graphene layer was A4�B4¼10.209 nm�4.331 nm
(containing 1746 atoms). In the third model (M3), both the
substrates were layered by graphene. The lower substrate was
horizontal, and the upper substrate was inclined forming an
included angle a.

In the simulation, Tersoff potential as a popular multibody
interaction potential was applied to calculate the interactions
among Si atoms and C atoms [22,23]. The total Tersoff energy E

can be expressed as in Eq. (1)

E¼
X

i

Ei ¼
1

2

X
ia j

Vij ð1Þ

where, j and k are the neighboring atoms of atom i. Vij is the bond
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:

the parameters such as A, B, R, S, l, w and m, are listed in
Table 1. With Eqs. (1) and (2), the interaction forces among Si
atoms and C atoms can be obtained by calculating the gradient of
total Tersoff energy E [24,25].

Free boundary conditions were applied in the simulation. One
bottom layer and one outermost layer around the lower substrate
were fixed. Also the two rightmost layers of the upper substrate
were fixed, and the rest atoms were free as thermostat atoms at
300 K by rescaling their velocities.

The initial contact condition of C60 with the substrates was
shown in Fig. 1 where the initial distance h0 between the upper
and the lower substrate at the tip is decided as a cutoff distance
(the cutoff distance is 0.25 nm for Si–C, 0.21 nm for C–C, and
0.30 nm for Si–Si), the initial distance between C60 and the
substrates is also the cutoff distance. According to Eq. (2), if h0

is larger than the cutoff distance, there is no interaction force
among bodies. In this way, it can balance the system and save the
simulation time, and initially there is no contact atom at the
interface between the substrates. In order to clarify the influence
of the initial included angle on nano-wear of the substrate
surfaces, a was changed from 201 to 901 by every 21.

A constant velocity of 3 nm/ps in the negative x-direction was
imposed on the lower substrate. The simulation ran for 3000 time
steps and each time step was 0.001 ps, therefore the total sliding
distance of the lower substrate is 9 nm which was long enough to
observe the intrusion process. The system ran without external
force because when the rightmost of upper substrate was fixed,
the upper substrate will give C60 a counterforce during the
intrusion, so we do not take into account the load and pressure
on the upper substrate.

In this study, nano-wear of contact surface was evaluated by
the number of dropped atoms. The dropped atom was defined as
the Si atom which moved from the substrate surface for a
distance longer than the cutoff distance (0.27 nm).
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3. Results

Fig. 2 shows the sliding processes of the systems without and
with graphene layer when the initial included angle was 401. As
shown in Fig. 2(a), when the substrate was not layered graphene,
C60 was moving with the lower substrate along the negative
x-direction, pressing the tip of the upper substrate to bend. When
the simulation ran for 1200 time steps, the upper substrate was
lifted and C60 was just between the two substrates. Afterward, the
deformation of the upper substrate recovered when C60 passed
the contact space. During the sliding process, it was obvious that
some Si atoms of the upper substrate were permanently displaced
as dropped atoms because of the interactions among the
substrates and C60. When graphene was layered on the upper
substrate (M1, see Fig. 2(b)), the upper substrate bended a little
during the sliding process, and only the Si atoms on the bottom of
the upper substrate were pulled off. The wear of the upper
substrate is dependent not only on the intrusion of C60, but also
the interactions between the two substrates. In this system, less
leftmost upper Si atoms directly faced to the lower substrate
Fig. 2. Simulation results with the initial included angle a of 401. (a) The snapshots of s

snapshots of M1, M2 and M3, respectively. (e) The x-direction forces of the upper subst

and M3 (blue triangle). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure lege
when the angle was smaller, which means the distance between
leftmost upper Si atoms and the lower surface was longer, leading
to smaller interaction between the two substrates. As a result, less
upper substrate atoms were pulled off when the angle is small.

However, in M2 and M3 (Fig. 2(c) and (d)), the results were
desirable that no atom loss occurred on the upper substrate
overall the sliding processes and the upper substrate just bended
slightly. This indicated that when graphene was layered on the
lower substrate or both the substrates, no-wear of the upper
substrate can be realized.

During the sliding process, the upper substrate was acted by
the attractive and repulsive forces as well as the friction force
from the lower substrate and C60. Fig. 2(e) shows the variation of
the x-direction forces of the upper substrate with each time step
in M1, M2 and M3 when a was 401. The forces of the upper
substrate changed irregularly with the increasing time steps.
However, it was observed that the forces on the upper substrate
were much larger in M1 than those in M2 and M3. Meanwhile,
similar trends were found in the z-direction forces. As a result, the
bonds in the upper substrate were more likely to be broken by the
liding process when the substrates without graphene layer. (b)–(d) The movement

rate changing with the increasing time steps in M1 (red circle), M2 (green triangle)

nd, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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forces with larger fluctuations in M1, producing the dropped
atoms which lead to nano-wear of the upper substrate.

Fig. 3 shows the simulation results of the systems running for
2400 time steps at different initial included angles (401, 801 and
901). In M1, the initial included angle was an important factor
(Fig. 3(a)). When the initial angle was 401, only a few atoms of the
upper substrate were pulled off. More atoms dropped and stuck
to C60 and the lower substrate when a was 801, and the bottom of
the upper substrate was stretched by the moving lower substrate.
Additionally, because the two rightmost layers of the upper
substrate were fixed, the included angle turned to be much
smaller than 801 at the end of the simulation. When a was 901,
nano-wear of the upper substrate became even more serious, also
the included angle became smaller. Fig. 4 shows the simulation
results of C60 intrusion process at the initial included angle of 901.
C60 was moving with the lower substrate, the bottom of the upper
substrate was close to lower surface and these atoms were
attached during sliding. With the moving of the lower substrate,
the bottom of the upper substrate was pulled by the lower
substrate leading to smaller included angle. In Fig. 4(f), it is
clearly observed that a large number of atoms near the contact
area move away from the upper substrate. Further sliding lead to
the bonds broken in the upper substrate, and finally a number of
atoms of the upper substrate were pulled down and stuck to the
lower substrate (Fig. 4(h)). C60 cannot intrude into the sliding
contact space and be surrounded by the sticking atoms from the
upper substrate. Therefore, when the upper substrate was layered
Fig. 3. The results after the simulations running for 2400 steps. (a) and (b) are the

simulation snapshots of M1 and M3 at different initial included angles a (401, 801

and 901, respectively). The simulation results of M2 were not shown because they

were similar to the results of M3. (c) shows the number of dropped atoms with

variation of initial included angles for the system without graphene layer (black

square), M1 (red circle), M2 (green triangle) and M3 (blue triangle). (For

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred

to the web version of this article.)
by graphene, nano-wear became more and more serious with the
increasing a. However, when graphene was layered on the lower
substrate, no dropped atom was pulled off from the upper
substrate regardless of a. The same phenomenon was observed
when graphene was layered on both substrates.

The numbers of dropped atoms with different initial included
angles are summarized in Fig. 3(c). In the system without
graphene layer, the variation of the dropped atoms with the
initial included angles appeared in three different tendencies.
When a was less than 701, the number of dropped atoms was no
more than 50, and it increased slowly with the increasing of
initial included angle. When the initial angle was between 701
and 851, there were about 100 dropped atoms. When the initial
angle was more than 851, the number of dropped atoms was
sharply up to about 550. However, in M1, it was obvious that the
number of dropped atoms decreased a lot. When a was less than
801, there was no dropped atom in most cases. While a was larger
than 801, the number of dropped atoms increased to 56, which
was much less than that in the system without graphene layer.
More significantly, in M2 and M3, the numbers of dropped atoms
were always zero and had no concern with the initial included
angle. Accordingly, graphene layer possesses a great potential for
controlling the surface nano-wear and realizing no-wear during
sliding.

Another potential of graphene layer was also found out that it
can defend C60 intruding into the contact space. From the results of
M1 (shown in Fig. 3(a)), C60 could intrude into the contact space if a
was 401 or 801. As a increased to 901, C60 was stopped by the
dropped atoms and could not intrude into the contact space.
However, when the lower substrate was layered by graphene or
both of the substrates were layered by graphene, C60 was always
confined to the right side of the contact space whatever the initial
included angle was (shown in Fig. 3(b)). This means that graphene
layer has the potential for defending C60 intrusion without nano-
wear. It is presumed that, under the same condition, a larger
nanoparticle cannot intrude into the contact space if C60 (the
smallest ball in nature) cannot break through. This is important
for nanoparticle cleaning or nano device sealing. Especially in space
where fullerenes are abundant [26,27], graphene as the protective
layer for space-based devices will show its glory.

Taken together, a critical initial included angle ac was found to be
851 in the system without graphene layer. When a was larger than
ac, nano-wear of the upper substrate became more severe but C60

could not intrude into the contact space. There also existed a ac of
801 in M1. On the contrary, in M2 and M3, no matter what initial
included angle was, no-wear of the upper substrate was realized and
the intrusion of C60 was stopped by graphene layer.
4. Discussions

In M1, where the upper substrate was layered by graphene,
nano-wear of the upper substrate was much more serious
compared to the results in M2 and M3. That was because the
Si atoms in the leftmost layer of the upper substrate were not
protected by graphene layer, and these atoms faced to the Si
atoms in the lower substrate surface. During the moving of the
system, the Si atoms which exposed at the surface were not
stable and would shift to various directions when the interac-
tions among the substrates and C60 forced on these atoms [28].
Then the original Si–Si bonds were broken, and Si atoms of the
upper substrate would stick to C60 or the lower Si surface. In
order to protect the leftmost of the upper substrate, the M1 was
improved in which graphene was also layered on the leftmost
of the upper substrate. Fig. 5 shows the simulation results
when a is 401. In order to distinguish wear of the upper



Fig. 4. The snapshots of sliding process in M1 (the upper substrates is layered by graphene) when the initial included angle is 901.

Fig. 5. The simulation results of the improved M1 in which the leftmost of the upper substrate was layered by graphene as the initial included angle a was 401.
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substrate from that of the lower substrate, the atoms in the
lower substrate were shown in gray color. C60 sunk into the
lower substrate and some Si atoms of the lower substrate
absorbed to C60. But no atom of the upper substrate was pulled
off. It was inferred that if graphene completely surrounded
one of the contact surfaces, no-wear of the upper substrate
could be realized.

In order to learn about the effect of other initial conditions on
the wear of the upper substrate, we compared the calculation
results with different velocities and temperature control methods.
In M1 (the system where the upper substrate is layered by
graphene), the lower substrate was forced by 30 m/s (0.03 nm/
ps), and during the sliding process, only 2 dropped atoms from
the upper substrate were produced when the initial included
angle was 401. Compared to the result when the velocity was
3 nm/ps, the effect of speed on the wear of the upper substrate
was not great, and the velocity 3 nm/ps can save a lot of
calculation time. Then in this model, we changed the temperature
control method: only fixed one bottom layer and one outermost
layer around the lower substrate as well as the two rightmost
layers of the upper substrate at 300 K. The number of dropped
atoms from the upper substrate was also zero, the same as the
result with all the atoms fixed at 300 K.

5. Conclusions

Nano-wear controlled by graphene layer was studied using
molecular dynamics simulation, in which two potentials of gra-
phene layer were discovered. First, no-wear can be realized
through layering graphene on the substrate surfaces. Second, the
graphene layer can be a promising material to defend the nano-
particle such as C60 intrusion into a contact space. These findings
provide deep insights in understanding the self-protection of
graphene-based materials and will prospect for wider graphene
applications in physical, mechanical, electromechanical, and bio-
medical fields.
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